Dirt - Fast

3F
Adrienne's Progeny Jorge Periban :37.40 H
Cheerful Charm Dan Blacker :35.80 H
Club Cal Cynthia Kelley :37.40 H
Colombian Gold Peter Miller :38.80 H
Good With People Peter Miller :37.60 H
Horky Tonk Steve Knapp :36.60 H
Implicitly Mark Rheinford :35.40 H
Kasty's Candy Peter Miller :36.80 H
Katsaros Jeff Bond :36.80 H
Keep Your Coil :39.60 H
King Arthur Marcelo Polanco :36.60 H
Minoso Hector Palmia :36.60 H
Miss Fraulein Peter Miller :36.00 H G
Miss Sneaky Jorge Periban :37.40 H
Rinshafth Hector Palmia :36.60 H
Your Royal Coil Paul Aguirre :37.40 H

4F
%Juncture Leonard Powell :48.80 H
***Acoustic Shadow Leonard Powell :48.40 H
Back to the River Carla Gaines :49.80 H
Big Flame Tim Yakteen :49.00 H

5F
Honorary Degree Luis Mendez 1:01.20 H G
***Humboldt Thomas Bell, II 1:02.40 H
Ind Gallo George Papaprodromou 1:05.20 H
***Operatic Robert Heiss, Jr. 1:03.00 H
Pawnee Thomas Bell, II 1:02.20 H
Plum Dandy Sal Gonzalez 1:00.40 H G
Soborano (FR) Thomas Bell, II 1:02.60 H
***South Boot Shirley Craig Dollase 1:02.00 H
**Speech Michael McCarthy :59.60 H
Take Her Temp Peter Miller 1:04.60 H

6F
Proud Emma Peter Miller 1:14.00 H

- Denotes Fastest work
** Denotes Horse On List
%(dam name) - Denotes Unnamed Horse

Summary

Dirt - Fast

Distance | # Of Horses | Fastest Time | Slowest Time | Average Time
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
3 Furlongs | 16 | 35.40 | 39.60 | 37.05
4 Furlongs | 18 | 47.00 | 51.40 | 49.38
5 Furlongs | 16 | 59.60 | 1:05.20 | 1:02.05
6 Furlongs | 1 | 1:14.00 | 1:14.00 | 1:14.00